Coprime and nested arrays are sparse sensor arrays that provide O(MN ) degrees of freedom using only O(M + N ) sensors. The signals sampled by these sparse arrays contain the aliasing artifact; the min processor is used to disambiguate this aliasing artifact. The min processor beampattern has the same main lobe width and resolution as the beampattern of a full uniform linear array (ULA) with many more sensors. However, the peak side lobe (PSL) height of the min processor beampattern is higher than the PSL height of a full ULA with the same taper and resolution if the sparse arrays are not extended. Extending the sparse arrays, while keeping the intersensor spacing fixed, can reduce the PSL height to the level of the full ULA. Until now, the analytical expressions of the extension factor required to match the PSL height have not been found for the min processor. Also, the analytical expressions of the probability density function (PDF), mean, and variance of the min processor output for non-uniform tapers have not been derived. In this paper, we derive both of these analytical expressions. We consider the uniform, Hamming, Hann, Blackman-Harris, and Dolph-Chebyshev tapers for both coprime and nested arrays. We use the derived PDF in evaluating detection performance metrics such as receiver operation characteristic, Kullback Leibler divergence, and symmetric Kullback Leibler divergence. Our results show that min processing is superior to conventional beamforming and product processing in Gaussian signal detection for a given extended coprime or nested array.
I. INTRODUCTION
Asensor array spatially samples a propagating signal. With appropriate processing of the sampled values, vital information about the signal's source and the propagation medium can be estimated. Direction of arrival (DoA) estimation of a signal source is a crucial task in many fields such as sonar, radar, radio astronomy, and seismology. Signal samples received by an array of passive sensors in the far field of the source are used in DoA estimation. The sensor array geometry and signal processing techniques affect the quality and amount of information that can be retrieved from the sampled signal. The beampattern of a sensor array provides useful insights into the array's ability to accurately estimate DoA. The beampattern's main lobe width (MLW) measures the array's ability to resolve two signals impinging on the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Khalid Aamir. array from different directions. The beampattern's peak side lobe (PSL) height measures the array's ability to detect a weak signal at look direction, masking interfering signals from the other directions. The achievable resolution in DoA estimation is determined by the overall aperture and taper, also known as shading or window function, of the array. The PSL height is determined by the type of taper employed.
The intersensor spacing in an array determines whether the DoA estimates exhibit aliasing. The Nyquist sampling theorem mandates that the intersensor spacing is not more than half of the minimum wavelength present in the propagating signal. However, to minimize the number of sensors in an array and reduce costs, it is desirable to use larger intersensor spacing to span a given aperture. Arrays that have an average intersensor spacing larger than required by the Nyquist sampling theorem are called sparse arrays. These sparse arrays provide more degrees of freedom than their number of sensors [1] - [10] . In this paper, we focus on a VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ category of linear sparse arrays in which (1) the arrays can be split into two colinear subarrays, (2) the subarrays' signals can be individually processed, and (3) the subarrays' outputs can be combined prudently to disambiguate any aliasing artifact. Two main sparse arrays that fall into this category are coprime and nested arrays (defined in Section II) [7] - [10] . Product processing and min processing are two popular methods for mitigating the aliasing artifacts in coprime and nested arrays. Among other methods that have been explored for coprime arrays, most are based on autocorrelation function estimates of the received signal at a range of contiguous lags [11] - [24] . Similar methods have been proposed and analyzed for nested arrays [25] - [28] . However, for both coprime and nested arrays, product processing and min processing remain the most prevalent methods [7] , [9] , [29] - [39] . These methods first apply conventional beamforming (CBF) to each individual subarray. Product processing produces the final output by multiplying one subarray's CBF output with the complex conjugate of the other subarray's CBF output. In contrast, min processing takes the minimum of the magnitudes of the subarrays' outputs. Product processing for coprime and nested arrays has been applied in [7] - [10] , [29] - [32] , [37] , [40] , [41] , whereas min processing has been applied in [32] - [38] . Both methods provide the same resolution as the full ULA with approximately equal aperture and taper. However, these methods have higher PSL height than the full ULA with the same taper if the subarrays are not extended. Extending one or both subarrays by keeping the intersensor spacing fixed reduces the PSL height. In [30] , the extension factor is derived for different tapers using product processing, but not min processing. In [32] , min and product processing are applied to tapered and extended nested and coprime arrays, but analytical expressions for the extension factor are not provided. In [36] , [40] , [41] , the probability density function (PDF), mean, and variance of the product and min processing coprime arrays are found for detecting a Gaussian signal in white noise. However, their derived expressions do not apply to non-uniform tapers and nested arrays. Several previously unanswered questions remain to be addressed: 1) For a coprime array using a min processor, what is the extension factor required to achieve the constraint that the PSL height is the same as that of a full ULA with the same taper type. This constraint is hereafter referred to as full ULA match. 2) For a nested array using a min processor, what is the extension factor required to achieve full ULA match for different tapers? 3) What are the statistical parameters of the min processor output for different tapers in a coprime array? 4) What are the statistical parameters of the min processor output for different tapers in a nested array? In this paper, we answer these questions by providing a unified framework of closed form expressions to analyze both coprime and nested arrays. The specific contributions of this paper are: 1) Derivation of the analytical expressions using min processing for the extension factor required to achieve full ULA match. We consider uniform, Hamming, Hann, Blackman-Harris, and Dolph-Chebyshev tapers.
Whereas the results in [30] are targeted to product processing, the results from this paper are novel because they apply analogous methods to derive different analytical expressions for min processing. 2) Derivation of the analytical expressions for the PDF, mean, and variance of tapered coprime and nested arrays in Gaussian signal detection using min processing, which apply to all tapers. Whereas in [36] , Liu and Buck derived the analytical expressions for the PDF, mean, and variance of coprime arrays in Gaussian signal detection using min processing for a uniform taper, the results from this paper are novel and more general than [36] because (1) they apply to any taper, and (2) they apply to any two subarrays using min processing, not only to coprime arrays.
Section II provides definitions and background material about min processing, coprime arrays, and nested arrays. Section III initiates novel material deriving the extension factor required to achieve full ULA match. Section IV provides definitions of signal and noise models for min processing. Next, it continues novel material that derives the PDF, mean, and variance of tapered coprime and nested arrays' outputs in Gaussian signal detection. Section V uses the derived PDFs to evaluate detection metrics. Section VI compares min processing to product processing for each type of array. Section VII presents complexity analysis. Section VIII summarizes the paper's contributions.
Notations: Boldfaced lowercase math symbols denote vectors and boldfaced uppercase math symbols denote matrices.
x H denotes Hermitian (conjugate-transpose) of x. x * denotes complex conjugate of x. min(a, b) denotes the minimum of a and b. a ∼ CN (µ, R) means a is a complex random vector with proper normal distribution with mean µ and covariance matrix R. a ∼ R(µ, σ 2 ) means a is a random variable with Rayleigh distribution with mean µ and variance matrix σ 2 . a ∼ E(b) means a is a random variable with exponential distribution with mean b and variance b 2 . I L is an L-by-L identity matrix. 2 F 1 (a, b; c; d) is the Gaussian hypergeometric function [42] . denotes linear convolution. denotes periodic convolution.
For notational convenience, functional arguments are sometimes omitted. For example, z, y m , σ 2 y1 , σ 2 y2 , and ρ may be used instead of z(t, u), y m (t, u), σ 2 y1 (u), σ 2 y2 (u), and ρ(u), if there is no possibility of confusion.
II. MIN PROCESSING COPRIME AND NESTED ARRAYS
A coprime array is a non-uniform linear array that interleaves two ULAs: Subarray 1 and Subarray 2. Subarray 1 has M e sensors and an undersampling factor of N , whereas Subarray 2 has N e sensors and an undersampling factor of M . The numbers M and N are coprime integers [7] , [8] . We assume that coprime integers are related by the equation N = M + 1, such that the total number of sensors for a fixed aperture is minimized [29] , [30] . A nested array is also a non-uniform linear array that interleaves two ULAs. Subarray 1 has M e sensors and an undersampling factor of N = 1. Subarray 2 has N e sensors and an undersampling factor of M e /E, where E is a positive integer such that E ≥ 1 and M e /E is a positive integer such that M e /E ≥ 2 [9] , [10] . Coprime and nested arrays provide O(M e N e ) degrees of freedom using only O(M e + N e ) sensors.
The min processor applies CBF to each subarray in a coprime or nested array; then, it finds the minimum of the magnitudes of the subarrays' CBF outputs. The final output is obtained by squaring the minimum magnitude. The CBF beampatterns of Subarray 1 and Subarray 2 are represented by B 1 (u) and B 2 (u), where u = cos(θ ) is the direction cosine of a linear array aligned to the z-axis, and θ is the angle measured counterclockwise from the z-axis. The min beampattern is given by B m (u) = min(|B 1 (u)|, |B 2 (u)|).
A coprime array with M e = M and N e = N is called an unextended coprime array. The top panel of Fig. 1 illustrates Subarray 1 (blue dotted line), Subarray 2 (red dashed line), and min (black dash-dot line) beampatterns of an unextended coprime array with N = 5 and M = 4. Subarray 1 has its main lobe at u = 0 and grating lobes at non-zero integer multiples of 2/N , since its undersampling factor is N . Subarray 2 has its main lobe at u = 0 and grating lobes at non-zero integer multiples of 2/M , since its undersampling factor is M . Since M and N are coprime, all grating lobe locations are unique. Consequently, the min beampattern does not have grating lobes. Since the MLW of both subarrays is 4/(MN ), the MLW of the min beampattern is also 4/(MN ). To provide an MLW of 4/(MN ), a full ULA would need to have MN sensors, whereas an unextended coprime array has only M + N − 1 sensors.
A nested array with M e = M is called an unextended nested array. The two variables N e and N are always equal in a nested array. The bottom panel of Fig. 1 illustrates Subarray 1 (blue dotted line), Subarray 2 (red dashed line), and min (black dash-dot line) beampatterns of an unextended nested array with M = 4 and N = 8. Subarray 1 has its main lobe at u = 0 and nulls at non-zero integer multiples of 2/M . Subarray 2 has its main lobe at u = 0 and grating lobes at the nulls of Subarray 1. The min beampattern does not have grating lobes. Since the MLW of Subarray 1 is 4/M and the MLW of Subarray 2 is 4/(MN e ), the MLW of the min beampattern is 4/(MN e ). Hence, coprime and nested arrays provide the same MLW as a full ULA with approximately equal aperture. As a result, coprime and nested arrays also provide the same resolution, although the coprime and nested arrays use fewer sensors. However, the PSL height of unextended coprime and nested arrays are much higher than the PSL height of the full ULA with the same taper type. This large PSL height can deter detection of weak signals. The PSL height can be reduced by extending the number of sensors in the subarrays, while keeping the intersensor spacing fixed. How much extension is required in min processing to achieve a full ULA match for different tapers? In the next section, we delve into this question in detail, providing our first set of contributions.
III. EXTENSION FACTOR REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE FULL ULA MATCH
An extended coprime array has M e = M and N e = N and an extended nested array has M e = M and N e = N . The real positive number is called the extension factor. With a large enough , both coprime and nested arrays can achieve full ULA match.
A. EXTENSION FACTOR FOR COPRIME ARRAYS
In an unextended coprime array ( = 1), the PSL of the min beampattern occurs at the intersection of the first grating lobes of the two subarrays. As the extension factor is increased, the grating lobes of the two subarrays become narrower and the PSL height of the min beampattern decreases. To minimize PSL height, the nulls of both subarrays' first grating lobes must align. Specifically, the right null of Subarray 1's first grating lobe must coincide with the left null of Subarray 2's first grating lobe. Then, all the side lobes of the min beampattern are formed by the interaction of a side lobe to either a grating lobe or another side lobe. This mechanism guarantees that all of the min beampattern's side lobe heights are less than or equal to the side lobe heights of the subarrays. Fig. 2 uses a Hamming taper as an example to illustrate the PSL formation of a coprime min beampattern as the extension factor is increased from 1 to 4. The bottom panel of the figure depicts how the min beampattern achieves full ULA match when is sufficiently high.
1) EXTENSION FACTOR FOR COPRIME ARRAYS WITH UNIFORM, HAMMING, HANN, AND BLACKMAN-HARRIS TAPERS
To find the right extension factor to achieve full ULA match, we need to find the value of such that the right null of 
where the quantity k/(NM e ) is the distance of the nearest null from a grating lobe or a main lobe of Subarray 1, and the value of k depends on the taper. Similarly, the quantity k/(MN e ) is the distance of the nearest null from a grating lobe or a main lobe of Subarray 2. Substituting M e = M , N e = N , and N = M + 1 in (1) and solving for , we conclude = k. The value of k for uniform, Hamming, Hann, and Blackman-Harris tapers are 2, 4, 4, and 6, respectively [43] . Hence, the extension factors for these tapers to achieve full ULA match must be 2, 4, 4, and 6, respectively. 
2) EXTENSION FACTOR FOR COPRIME ARRAYS WITH DOLPH-CHEBYSHEV TAPER
For a Dolph-Chebyshev taper, the closed form expressions for the side lobe locations are not available. Hence, we must follow a different method to find the extension factor. The Dolph-Chebyshev-tapered CBF beampatterns of Subarray 1 and Subarray 2 are given by
and
where z 1 = cos(A/( M − 1)), z 2 = cos(A/( N − 1)), A = arccos(1/J ), and J is the equiripple PSL height [44] . At the intersection of the first grating lobes of the two subarrays, the magnitudes of the subarrays' beampatterns are equal. Thus, at the intersection location u = 1/M + 1/N = u c , the min beampattern is
Hence, solving the equation B 1 (1/M + 1/N ) = J yields the desired solution for the extension factor,
See Appendix A for the full derivation.
As shown in (4), the value of for a Dolph-Chebyshev taper depends on both M and J . When the value of obtained from (4) is a non-integer, the numbers of sensors in the subarrays must be computed as M e = M and N e = N to guarantee that the min beampattern PSL height is equal to J . For comparison, in a product processing Dolph-Chebyshevtapered coprime array, the product beampattern achieves the PSL height of SL = 20 log 10 (J ) dB only if the subarrays use Dolph-Chebyshev windows with 2SL = 20 log 10 (J 2 ) dB [30] . Therefore, the subarrays, and consequently the product beampattern, have a wider MLW than a full ULA with a PSL height of SL dB. In contrast, the min beampattern achieves a PSL height of SL dB using subarrays with SL dB PSL height. Thus, unlike a product beampattern, a min beampattern can achieve full ULA match for both PSL height and MLW for a Dolph-Chebyshev taper.
B. EXTENSION FACTOR FOR NESTED ARRAYS
In a nested array, there are three factors that control the PSL height: the Subarray 1 extension factor ( ), the number of sensors in Subarray 2 (N e ), and the taper type. When the value of is too small, the PSL is formed by the interaction of Subarray 1's main lobe with the first grating lobe of Subarray 2. As the value of increases, the MLW of Subarray 1 decreases, and the min beampattern PSL height decreases as a result. This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 4 for a Hamming-tapered nested array with M = 4 and N = 5. The value of increases from 1 at the top panel to 4 at the bottom. Increasing the value of N , while keeping low and fixed, can also reduce the PSL height because the grating lobe width of the second subarray decreases as N e increases.
1) EXTENSION FACTOR FOR NESTED ARRAYS WITH UNIFORM, HAMMING, HANN, AND BLACKMAN-HARRIS TAPERS
We aim to make the min beampattern PSL height be less than or equal to any of the subarray side lobe heights. To meet this goal, the first null of Subarray 1 must occur at a lower or equal u than the left null of Subarray 2's first grating lobe. Hence, the required extension factor can be computed by ensuring the following condition is satisfied:
where the term k/( M ) is the location of the first null of Subarray 1, 2/M is the center of the first grating lobe of Subarray 2, and k/(N e M ) is the distance of the first null from Subarray 2's grating lobe. Equation (5) simplifies to
It is interesting to note that the extension factor does not depend on the number of sensors in the first subarray. Since k is 2, 4, 4, and 6 for uniform, Hamming, Hann, and Blackman-Harris tapers, respectively, the conditions for these The PSL heights of the min beampatterns for these nested arrays validate the derived extension factors for these four different tapers.
2) EXTENSION FACTOR FOR NESTED ARRAYS WITH DOLPH-CHEBYSHEV TAPER
We must follow a different approach to find for Dolph-Chebyshev taper, since the closed form expressions for the side lobes and nulls are not available.
The main lobe of a Dolph-Chebyshev-tapered L-sensor ULA with undersampling factor M reaches the level of equiripple side lobe J at
where A = arccosh(1/J ) [45] . When both subarrays in a nested array use Dolph-Chebyshev tapers with an equiripple side lobe level of J , Subarray 1's main lobe reduces to the level of J at
. Similarly, Subarray 2's first grating lobe decreases to the level J at
.
When the right hand side expressions of the equations (8) and (9) are equal, the min beampattern PSL equals J . Hence, the required value of is the solution of the equation u 1 = u 2 , which is
where
. 
IV. STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MIN PROCESSOR OUTPUT
Next, we provide statistical characterization of the min processor shown in Fig. 6 when the signal of interest is a Gaussian distributed plane wave mixed with discrete plane wave interferers and white noise.
A. MIN PROCESSOR INPUT AND OUTPUT MODELS
Consider a linear array with L sensors along the positive zaxis where the sensor locations are given by the vector
where λ is the minimum wavelength of the signal to be sampled and d is an L-by-1 integer vector. The elements of d may or may not be contiguous. We assume that the signal and noise fields are spatially homogeneous. As a consequence, the second order statistical characteristics of the received signals depend on the separation and orientation of the sensors relative to the signal arrival directions, but not on the absolute sensor positions [46] . Since the fields are spatially homogeneous, the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system may be chosen so that the first sensor is located at the origin, which means the first element of d is zero. When there are q spatially wide sense stationary (WSS) plane waves impinging on the array, making angles θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ q with the array axis, the signal received by the array at time t is
V is a matrix whose columns are the signal direction vectors as given by where u s1 = cos(θ 1 ), u s2 = cos(θ 2 ), . . . , u sq = cos(θ q ) are the direction cosines of the plane waves. The signal vector s(t) in (12) contains the complex amplitudes of the q plane waves received by the array and s(t) ∼ CN (0 q , R s ). The signal mean 0 q is a q-by-1 vector of zeros and R s is the q-by-q signal covariance matrix. Additionally, each signal's complex amplitude s k , for k = 1, 2, . . . q has real and imaginary parts with equal variances of σ 2 sk /2. The noise vector n(t) is a zero mean, complex Gaussian random vector (i.e., n(t) ∼ CN (0 L , R n )). The signal component Vs(t) in (12) has the distribution Vs(t) ∼ CN (0 L , VR s V H ). Assuming signals and noise are uncorrelated, the overall received vector x(t) has the distribution x(t) ∼ CN (0 L , VR s V H + R n ). In min processing, the overall L-sensor array is split into two subarrays with M e and N e sensors. The received signals of the M e -sensor Subarray 1 and N e -sensor Subarray 2 are x 1 (t) = V 1 s(t) + n 1 (t) and x 2 (t) = V 2 s(t) + n 2 (t), respectively. Fig. 6 depicts a min processor with inputs of x 1 (t) and x 2 (t) and outputs at various stages of the processor. When the look direction cosine is u and the tapering functions applied to Subarray 1 and Subarray 2 are w 1 (u) and w 2 (u), the subarray CBF outputs are y 1 (t, u) = w H 1 (u)x 1 (t) and y 2 (t, u) = w H 2 (u)x 2 (t). The CBF outputs are complex Gaussian random variables such that y 1 (t, u) ∼ CN (0, σ 2 y1 (u)), y 2 (t, u) ∼ CN (0, σ 2 y2 (u)), where σ 2 y1 (u) and σ 2 y2 (u) are the variances of y 1 (t, u) and y 2 (t, u) given by
and R n1 and R n2 are the covariance matrices of n 1 (t) and n 2 (t). For notational convenience, we denote σ 2 y1 (u) and σ 2 y2 (u) as σ 2 y1 and σ 2 y2 when the dependence on direction cosine u is clear from the context.
The quantities |y 1 (t, u)| and |y 2 (t, u)| are correlated Rayleigh distributed random variables such that [47] , [48] 
Since y m (t, u) = min(|y 1 (t, u)|, |y 2 (t, u))|) is the minimum of two correlated Rayleigh distributed random variables, its PDF is given by [48, Equation 8 .27]
+ α 2 ))I 0 (ατ )dτ is the first order Marcum Q-function with parameters α and β [48] . The term I 0 is the modified Bessel function of first kind with order zero, and ρ = ρ(u) is the correlation coefficient between the CBF outputs y 1 (t, u) and y 2 (t, u). Since y 1 (t, u) and y 2 (t, u) are both zero mean random variables, their correlation coefficient, ρ, is given by
Substituting x 1 (t) = V 1 s(t)+n 1 (t) and x 2 (t) = V 2 s(t)+n 2 (t) in (16) and using the uncorrelatedness between the zero mean plane waves and zero mean noise, the expression for ρ is
where R n1,n2 is the cross-covariance between the noise vectors n 1 (t) and n 2 (t). The output of the min processor for one snapshot is z(t, u) = y 2 m (t, u) and its PDF f (z) is [49] 
where U (z) is the unit step function. For notational convenience, the dependence on time t and direction cosine u has been omitted in both (15) and (18) . The mean µ z and variance σ 2 z of the random variable z(t, u) are derived in Appendix C and their expressions are given in (34) and (38) . 
V. DETECTION PERFORMANCE OF MIN PROCESSOR
Consider a binary hypothesis detection problem in which the plane wave impinging on the array with direction cosine u s1 is the signal of interest and the remaining q − 1 plane waves are interfering signals. Representing the q plane waves' direction vectors for Subarray 1 and Subarray 2 as v s1,k and v s2,k , for k = 1, 2, . . . , q, the alternate (H 1 ) and null (H 0 ) hypotheses are described as follows:
(v s1,k s k ) + n 1 (t)
The power of the k th plane wave arriving at the array is σ 2 sk = E{s k s * k }. We assume the noise is spatially white and the noise power at each sensor is σ 2 n . The closed form expression for the PDF of the min processor output facilitates the evaluation of important detection performance metrics such as receiver operation characteristic (ROC) curves, Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD), and symmetric Kullback-Leibler divergence (SKLD). We compare the detection peformances of min processor and CBF for a given coprime or nested array. A CBF processor can be considered as the simplest, yet not degenerate, case of a min processor. When the two subarrays are equal, the min processor becomes equivalent to the CBF processor because y 1 (t, u) = y 2 (t, u) = y(t, u) and y m (t, u) = |y(t, u)| 2 . The variable z(t, u) = |y(t, u)| 2 is Chi-squared distributed with two degrees of freedom. Since the underlying Gaussian variables of the Chi-squared distribution are independent and zero mean with equal variances, z(t, u)'s distribution simplifies to an exponential distribution with a mean of σ 2 y , (i.e. z(t, u) ∼ E(σ 2 y )) [49] . Seven different processor-geometry pairs are compared in this section, as described below, and depicted in Fig. 7 . Their beampatterns are illustrated in Fig. 8 . Fig. 7a depicts a coprime array with M = 4, N = 5, and = 2. This array has a total of 16 sensors. We apply min processing to this coprime array. Fig. 8a compares its beampattern to a 40-sensor full ULA with a uniform taper. Its PSL is located at u = 0.48 with a height of −13 dB. Its MLW is 0.1. Hence, it exhibits the same PSL height and MLW as the 40-sensor, uniform-tapered full ULA.
Coprime-M:
Coprime-P: Fig. 7b depicts the Coprime-P array, which has the same geometry as Coprime-M but uses product processing. Fig. 8a compares its beampattern to a 40-sensor full ULA with a uniform taper. Its PSL is located at u = 0.47 with a height of −10.3 dB. Its MLW is 0.1. Hence, it exhibits a higher PSL height than and an equal MLW to the 40-sensor, uniform-tapered full ULA.
Coprime-C: Fig. 7c depicts the Coprime-C array, which has the same geometry as Coprime-M but uses CBF processing. Fig. 8a illustrates the beampattern of this array with a uniform taper. The PSL is located at u = 1 and its height is −6 dB. Its MLW is also 0.1. Hence, it exhibits the same MLW, but not the same PSL height, as the 40-sensor full ULA. We compare Coprime-M and Coprime-C to provide useful insights into min processing against CBF processing for a given geometry.
Nested-M: Fig. 7d depicts a nested array with M = 4, N e = 10, and = 2. This array also has a total of 16 sensors. We apply min processing to this nested array. Fig. 8b compares its beampattern to a 40-sensor full ULA with a uniform taper. Its PSL is located at u = 0.07 with a height of −13 dB. Its MLW is 0.1. Hence, it exhibits the same PSL and MLW as the 40-sensor, uniform-tapered full ULA.
Nested-P: Fig. 7e depicts the Nested-P array, which has the same geometry as Nested-M but uses product processing. Fig. 8b compares its beampattern to a 40-sensor full ULA with a uniform taper. Its PSL is located at u = 0.5 with a height of −6.9 dB. Its MLW is 0.1. Hence, it exhibits a higher PSL height than and an equal MLW to the 40-sensor, uniform-tapered full ULA.
Nested-C: Fig. 7f depicts the Nested-C array, which has the same geometry as Nested-M but uses CBF processing. Fig. 8b illustrates the beampattern of this array with a uniform taper. The PSL is at u = 1 and its height is −6 dB. Its MLW is also 0.1. Thus, it exhibits the same MLW, but not the PSL height, as the 40-sensor full ULA. Its main lobe has a dip around u = 0.05, but unlike its min counterpart, the beampattern does not reach its first null until u = 0.25. We compare Nested-M and Nested-C to provide useful insights into min processing as compared to CBF processing for a given geometry.
MRA: Fig. 7g depicts a 16-sensor minimum redundant array (MRA) [43] . We include this MRA because it has the same total aperture as the Coprime-M and Nested-M arrays. This array uses CBF processing. Fig. 8c illustrates the beampattern of this array with a uniform taper. The main lobe has a dip of −24 dB at u = 0.04. However, its beampattern does not have any nulls. Its PSL is located at u = 0.07 and its height is −6 dB. Hence, this array matches neither the PSL height nor the MLW of the 40-sensor ULA.
A. RECEIVER OPERATION CHARACTERISTIC
Using the closed form expressions for the PDFs of the min processor and CBF, we evaluate the probability of detection, P d , and probability of false alarm, P f , for the seven processor-geometry pairs in Fig. 7 . The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is 5 dB and the interference to noise ratio (INR) is 20 dB. For each processor, we evaluate the worst case ROC, assuming the discrete interferer is at the PSL location. The interferer locations for these seven processors are u = 0.48, 0.47, 1, 0.07, 0.5, 0.1, and 0.04. The value of P d for each threshold, T , is given by P d = ∞ T f z1 (z) dz, where f z1 is the alternate hypothesis PDF for the processor output. The variances and correlation coefficient in (13) , (14) , and (17) of the min processor for f z1 , simplify to
Using these expressions, f z1 (z) is obtained from (18), where the direction vectors v s1,1 , v s1,2 , v s2,1 , and v s2,2 are the same variables used in (19) . We have assumed that the taper is uniform and normalized by the number of sensors in the subarray. The value of P f for each threshold, T , is given by
where f z0 is the null hypothesis PDF for the processor output. The variances and correlation coefficient in (13) , (14) , and (17) of the min processor for f z0 simplify to
Using these expressions, f z0 (z) is obtained from (18) . For CBF, the expressions for P d and P f are exponential functions given in [41] , [50] . The ROC curves (P d vs. P f plots) are illustrated in Fig. 9 . The top panel of Fig. 9 compares the ROC plots of Coprime-M, Coprime-P, Coprime-C, and MRA, while the middle panel compares the ROC plots of Nested-M, Nested-P, Nested-C, and MRA. For both coprime and nested arrays, the plots show that min processing more effectively detects a Gaussian signal in white noise than both the product processor and CBF for the same array geometry when the interferers are at the worst locations. Also, both coprime and nested geometries are more effective than MRA. The bottom panel of Fig. 9 implies that the worst case of Nested-M is better than the worst case of Coprime-M for Gaussian signal detection.
B. KULLBACK-LEIBLER DIVERGENCE
The Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) between two random variables with distributions f z1 and f z0 is defined as [51] D
Kullback has called D KL (f z1 ||f z0 ) the mean information per observation from f z1 for discrimination in favor of f z1 against f z0 [52] . In binary hypothesis testing, it is also called the mean discriminating information (MDI) between the alternate and null hypotheses [50] , [53] . The KLD serves as a detection performance measure since, according to the Chernoff-Stein lemma, when the probability of missed detection is upper bounded by a small positive number , then [54] lim n→∞, →0 where n is the number of observations or snapshots. Higher values of D KL (f z1 ||f z0 ) indicate faster decay of the probability of false alarm and therefore better asymptotic detection performance. For a CBF detector, evaluating the KLD using its null hypothesis distribution E(σ 2 y,0 ) and alternate hypothesis distribution E(σ 2 y,1 ), gives us [50] , [53] log σ 2 y,0 Fig. 10 illustrates the KLD plots of the seven processorgeometry pairs from Fig. 7 for various INRs. For both coprime and nested geometries, the KLD values are higher for min processing than for both product processing and CBF with the same geometries and MRA. The bottom panel shows that Coprime-M and Nested-M have equal KLD values, which suggests that their probabilities of false alarm decay to 0 at the same rate as the number of snapshots approaches infinity.
C. SYMMETRIC KULLBACK-LEIBLER DIVERGENCE
The KLD as defined in (20) is not a true distance between two distributions because it is asymmetric and does not satisfy the triangle inequality [54] - [56] . The symmetric KLD (SKLD) is defined as
D KL (f z1 ; f z0 ) has been interpreted as the generalized SNR (GSNR) and used as a detection metric [55] , [56] . For a CBF processing linear array, the expression for SKLD simplifies to
where σ 2 y,0 and σ 2 y,1 are as defined in Section V-B. Fig. 11 illustrates the SKLD of the seven processor-geometry pairs for a range of INRs. The figure reaffirms the superiority of min processing over both product processing and CBF for a given geometry. It also shows the equivalency of the coprime and nested geometries from Fig. 7 in terms of GSNR.
VI. COMPARISON OF MIN PROCESSING TO PRODUCT PROCESSING FOR COPRIME AND NESTED ARRAYS
In this section, we compare various metrics of the min processor to similar metrics of the product processor, the most predominant alternative to the min processor. We address important issues such as crossterms.
A. EXTENSION FACTOR AND PSL HEIGHT
The extension factors required to achieve full ULA match for different tapers are significantly higher for product processor than for min processor, and the differences depend on the taper type. For product processing coprime arrays, these extension factors are derived in [30] for uniform, Hamming, Hann, and Dolph-Chebyshev tapers, and are shown in Table 1 . For ease of comparison, Table 1 also lists the corresponding extension factors for min processing coprime arrays, as derived in this paper. Because of the expressions for extension factors derived in this paper, we are now able to quantify the stark differences in the extension factors required for the min processor over the product processor. For the Dolph-Chebyshev taper, the value of depends on both PSL height and M . For this reason, Table 1 lists two values for M = 4, one for a large PSL height (−20 dB) and one for a small PSL height (−80 dB). For any given taper, the extension factor is higher for product processing coprime arrays, as evidenced in Table 1 . As a consequence, the aperture extension with product processing is higher than the aperture extension with min processing. For a linear array, travel time refers to the time it takes for a signal arriving along the array axis (θ = 0) to propagate from the first sensor to the last sensor [43] . As the aperture increases, the travel time across the array increases. Thus, larger travel time leads to longer time per snapshot. As a result, larger travel time also leads to fewer snapshots for a given observation time.
Hence, concerning extension factor and PSL height, the min processor is more desirable than the product processor for a coprime array.
Since the closed form expressions for a product processing nested array are unavailable, we demonstrate using an example that the value of is noticeably higher for product processing. We consider a nested array with M = 4, N = 8, and a uniform taper. The top panel of Fig. 12 illustrates Subarray 1 (blue dotted), Subarray 2 (red dashed), and product (black dash-dot) beampatterns of the product processing nested array for the unextended case ( = 1). The product beampattern has high side lobes in the region of Subarray 1's main lobe. The PSL is formed by the interaction of Subarray 1's main lobe with Subarray 2's first side lobe. The product processing nested array achieves full ULA match when Subarray 1's main lobe intersects the peak of Subarray 2's first side lobe. The bottom panel of Fig. 12 illustrates this case. For this to happen, must be high enough to make Subarray 1's main lobe sufficiently narrow. This required value is very high, even for a uniform taper. In this example, the product processor requires = 6; compare to the min processor which requires only = 2 for the same taper. As the extension factor increases, Subarray 1's aperture approaches Subarray 2's aperture. Consequently, a larger extension factor requires a significant increase in the total number of sensors.
Hence, concerning the extension factor for nested arrays, the min processor is more preferable to the product processor.
B. CROSSTERMS
Compared to product processing, the most limiting factor of min processing is crossterms for a coprime array [32] , [36] , [38] . When there are two or more plane waves impinging on the array from different directions, crossterms are formed if a Subarray 1 grating lobe from one source aligns with a Subarray 2 grating lobe from another source. These crossterms can produce spurious peaks in the product and min processor outputs, leading to false DoA estimates. For product processing, snapshot averaging reduces the magnitude of the crossterms if the two aligning sources are uncorrelated. For min processing, snapshot averaging cannot reduce the magnitude of the crossterms. Therefore, concerning crossterms alone, min processing is less appealing than product processing. However, the phenomenon of crossterms is not very common because two sources have to align perfectly in a particular manner [32] . When it does occur, the effects of crossterms are problematic.
The purpose of this paper is not to recommend min processing instead of product processing, or vice versa. The paper provides closed form expressions to analyze many issues, including crossterms. Thus, we present an example to show how the PDF and the moments derived in Section IV assist in the analysis of crossterms. The Coprime-M array from Fig. 7 has coprime factors of M = 4 and N = 5. When two uncorrelated plane waves impinge on the array from directions u = 0 and u = 0.1, the Subarray 1 output has major lobes located at u = {0, ±0.4, ±0.8} due to the first source and u = {−0.7, −0.3, 0.1, 0.5, 0.9} due to the second source. The Subarray 2 output has major lobes located at u = {0, ±0.5, ±1} due to the first source and u = {−0.9, −0.4, 0.1, 0.6} due to the second source. When the min or product processor output is evaluated in the range −1 ≤ u ≤ 1, there are peaks at the correct locations of u = {0, 0.1}, since both subarrays have major lobes at these places. However, a crossterm arises due to the alignment of the Subarray 1 grating lobe located at −0.4 from the first source and the Subarray 2 grating lobe located at −0.4 from the second source. Similarly, there is a crossterm at u = 0.5. Consequently, the false peaks at −0.4 and 0.5 might be incorrectly identified as the DoA's of the impinging plane waves. Using the expression in (34), we evaluated the expected values of the min processor output at the actual Source 1 location (u = 0), actual Source 2 location (u = 0.1), and a crossterm location (u = 0.5). The SNR of the first source is set to 0 dB and the SNR of the second source varies from −15 dB to 15 dB. Fig. 13 illustrates how the min processor can potentially be problematic if the arrival directions of the plane waves are exactly 0 and 0.1. When the SNR of the second source is lower than −4 dB, the magnitude at the crossterm location is higher than the magnitude at the true Source 2 location, leading to a false DoA estimate. Fig. 13 also plots the expected values of the outputs for the product processor. Since there are no closed form expressions for the expected values equivalent to (34) , the expected values were computed using 800, 000 Monte Carlo trials. The expected values of the product processor illustrate the asymptotic values that can be obtained when the number of snapshots tends towards ∞. The crossterm effect, though problematic, is not as severe for the product processor as it is for the min processor.
VII. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Product processing and min processing for a given sparse array geometry are approximately equal in terms of complexity because product processing only requires changing the min(a, b) operation to a × b operation in Fig. 6 .
In the absence of the closed form expressions as derived in this paper, an empirical approach is required to find the extension factor, PDF, expected value, and variance. To find for a coprime or a nested array empirically, we have to calculate the PSL height for = 1. Then, we have to increase monotonically until the PSL height is equal to the PSL height of the full ULA. The process has to be repeated for each possible taper. This process also has to be repeated if the array parameters (M and N for a coprime array, M and N e for a nested array) are changed. Having the closed form expressions for extension factors, as derived in this paper, precludes the necessity of such exhaustive searches and reduces the overall computational complexity by making the application of min processor direct calculation.
In the absence of the PDF expressions, as derived in this paper, simulations with high sample size must be conducted to generate histograms that approximate the PDFs with proper normalization. The accuracy of the estimated PDF directly depends on the size of the sample set. This experiment has to be repeated for different array parameters (M and N for a coprime array, M and N e for a nested array) and tapers. Our closed form expressions preclude the need for such time-consuming simulations. Similarly, estimating the mean and variance of the min processor output would require conducting Monte Carlo simulations with many trials, which are not needed with the derivations presented in this paper.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we found the closed form expressions for extension factors to achieve full ULA match for min processing coprime and nested arrays. The expressions are different for uniform, Hamming, Hann, and Dolph-Chebyshev tapers. We showed that Dolph-Chebyshev tapers have lower extension factors than the other taper types with the same PSL height for both coprime and nested arrays. The extension factors required to achieve full ULA match are significantly less for min processing coprime arrays than for product processing. For extended tapered arrays, we derived the PDF of the detection statistic for the min processor. Using the derived PDF of the detection statistic for the min processor, we compared the detection performance of the min processor with both CBF and product processor for a Gaussian signal in the presence of a discrete interferer situated at the highest PSL locations of the corresponding beampatterns. Comparison of various detection metrics of the min processor with both the product processor and CBF showed that the min processor is superior in Gaussian signal detection than both the product processor and CBF for a given geometry. Moreover, coprime and nested arrays with min processing are superior to the MRA with the same aperture for Gaussian signal detection.
APPENDIX A DERIVATION OF THE EXTENSION FACTOR FOR DOLPH-CHEBYSHEV TAPER
Finding the value of the extension factor requires solving the equation
Combining equations (2) and (25) 
The value of the term α = (cM − 1) arccos (z 1 cos(π/2M )) is purely imaginary with magnitude greater than 1, as shown in Appendix B. Thus, we can apply the approximation cos α ≈ exp(−jα)/2 to (28) to obtain cosh log e (2/J )
Rearranging the terms in (29) , we achieve the value of given in (4).
APPENDIX B PROOF OF arccos(1/J ) ≈ j log E (2/J ) FOR SMALL J
This was proven in [30] and repeated here for convenience. A practical range of the PSL height is J < 0.1. In the equation arccos(1/J ) = f , forcing J < 0.1 produces a purely imaginary f with magnitude exceeding 3. Application of Euler's relation to arccos(1/J ) = f results in (exp(jf ) + exp(−jf ))/2 = 1/J . The large imaginary value of f guarantees that the exp(jf ) term is negligible. Therefore, solving for f yields f ≈ j log e (2/J ) for J 1.
APPENDIX C EXPECTED VALUE AND VARIANCE OF THE MIN PROCESSOR OUTPUT
The derivation of the expected value and variance of the random variable z relies upon the identity in [48, equation B .60], reproduced here for convenience with m = 1, and s =
, the (31) first integral simplifies to
Similarly, substituting k = 2, p 2 = 2/σ 2 y2 , a = ρ 2 b 2 , b = √ b 1 , and s =
, the second integral VOLUME 7, 2019 in (31) simplifies to
The expected value of z(t) then becomes
The 
, the first integral in (35) 
The variance of z(t) then becomes
